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CHENNAI SPEAKERS FORUM 

 
Area: O2                   Division: O         District: 82B 

 

Minutes of Meeting 

 

Meeting No.: 351                Date: 14 Jul 2019      Time: 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 

Venue: IIKM Business School, Poonamallee High Road, Chennai. 

Website: www.chennaispeakersforum.com 

Word of the day: Stumbling 

Theme of the day: The Power of Now 

 

   10:04am: SAA called for meeting 

SAA Toastmaster Aadhitiyaa Vendan explained the mission of Toastmasters and 

stated the code of conduct for the meeting. 

 

10:05am: Presiding Officer’s Address 

Energetic Toastmaster Harini gave the presiding officer address, welcomed the 

guests and opened the 351st meeting with a bang. 

 

10:08am: TMOD introduction 

TMOD Toastmaster Srikar introduced the word of the day and the theme of the 

day – Stumbling and the power of now, respectively, and then briefed about the 

three segments of the meeting. 

 

10:11am: General Evaluator intro 
 

General Evaluator Toastmaster Krishnan briefed about the evaluation and 

introduced the TAG team related to the theme of the day. Then he requested the 

tag team to introduce themselves and asked them to brief about their role 

objectives. 
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TIMER Toastmaster Saikumar 

AH COUNTER Toastmaster Mukund 

GRAMMARIAN Toastmaster Wilson 

 

 10:18am: PREPARED SPEECHES 
 

Prepared 

Speech 
Speaker Path and Project Speech title Evaluator 

1 
Toastmaster 

Hariharan 

Path: Presentation 

Mastery 

Level: 1 

Proeject#1: 

Icebreaker 

My Journey 
Toastmaster 

Sowmya 

 

Toastmaster Hariharan introduced himself to our members, gave a brief 

introduction about his life journey, schooling and what made him travel abroad when 

he was young. He narrated about his academic excellence and is now working in 

Rane Engine. His intention of joining Toastmasters is to effectively communicate 

and build confidence in public speaking. 

 

Prepared 

Speech 
Speaker Path and Project Speech title Evaluator 

2 

Toastmaster 

Aadil Sherif 

 

Path: Persuasive 

Influence 

Level: 2 

Project#1: 

Understanding your 

leadership style 

This is like 

magic 

Toastmaster 

Thenappan 

Ramanathan 

 

Toastmaster Aadil compared his leadership style with an example of great iphone 

creator, Steve Jobs. He said that even a small act makes someone a leader. 

Leadership quality is all about which is built within a person and gained over 

experience. 
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Prepared 

Speech 
Speaker Path and Project Speech title Evaluator 

3 

Toastmaste

r Selvan 

 

Manual: ACS 

Project#1: The Winning 

Proposal 

Never part 

ways with cc 

for pathways 

TOASTMAST

ER 

Vivekanandan 

 

Toastmaster Selvan started asking the audience, is change constant? Then he 

started explaining the difference between the Pathways and Competent 

Communication. Also asked questions to the audience on the importance of TAG 

report and comparing with project manual. 

 

 10:43am: EDUCATION SESSION 
 

A detailed education session was conducted on the meeting roles and responsibilities 

in Toastmasters by Toastmaster Farhan. He clearly explained the roles of the 

excomm members and stated that they must be adhered to meet the standards of the 

club. Right from sergeant at arms to the role of the president, all the roles were 

explained. Further he also explained the additional roles such as presenter of 

invocation, Joke master, vote counter and parliamentarian. 

 

  11:15am: TABLETOPICS SESSION 
 

Table Topics Master Toastmaster Vignesh called members and guests for 

impromptu speaking. 

 

Sr 

no. 

Name Topic 

1. Toastmaster Abhilash Time is what we want the most but what we use 

worst 

2. Guest Ravindaran Talk about moment in your life, where you truly 

lived the moment  

3. Guest Raghunath The most innovative invention in mankind 

4.  Toastmaster Abhirath Forever is composed of nows 

5. Toastmaster Abhirami Children are neither present or past, let enjoy now 

6. 

Toastmaster Kunal 

People talk of killing time, while time quietly kills 

them 

7. Guest Satyanarayana Money you only gain or loss, but time only you 
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 lose 

8. Toastmaster Sowmya  Prove that the earth is flat 

9. Toastmaster Mansur Why do we need sports 

 11:34am: Evaluation Session 

Speaker Path and Project Evaluator 

Toastmaster 

Hariharan 

Path: Presentation Mastery 

Level: 1 

Proeject#1: Icebreaker 

Toastmaster Sowmya 

 

Appreciation from Evaluator: Speaker was confident, the speech was well 

structured and he was very clear with his expectation and learnings from 

Toastmaster. 

 

Feedback from Evaluator: Improvement of body language is required. 

 

Speaker Path and Project Evaluator 

Toastmaster 

Aadil Sherif 

 

Path: Persuasive Influence 

Level: 2 

Project#1: Understanding your 

leadership style 

Toastmaster Thenappan 

Ramanathan 

 

Appreciation from Evaluator: Good conversation style and well-structured 

speech. 

 

Feedback from Evaluator: Suggested to conclude the speech with a message to the 

audience. 

  

Speaker Path and Project Evaluator 

Toastmaster Selvan 

 

Manual: ACS 

Project#1: The Winning Proposal 

Toastmaster 

Vivekanandan 

 

Appreciation from Evaluator: Speaker has well connected to the audience with 

humour and body language. 
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Feedback from Evaluator: Recommendation is to bring some positive of pathways 

and compare with CC. It is not only about possessing an idea, but a solution is 

required for solving the problem 

 

 11:45a.m – Call for vote 
 

Members and guests were asked to vote for the best Speaker, Beat TT speaker, best 

evaluator, best role player and best TAG role player. 

 

A standing ovation for Toastmaster Hariharan and Toastmaster Saikumar was 

made for beginning their journey in Toastmasters. Then 30AAGCP7507L1ZVwas 

recognised for his efforts and contributions by awarding “The Extra Mile Award” 

and Toastmaster Farhan was awarded for his exemplary work in the Toastmasters. 

Soon after that Toastmaster Subbu recognized Toastmaster Premnath and 

Toastmaster Harini with the “Enthusiasm Award” 

 

11:57a.m – Best Performers  

Presiding officer announced best performers of the meeting: 

 

Best Tag Role Player Toastmaster Saikumar 

Best Role Player Toastmaster Srikar 

Best Evaluator Toastmaster Thenappan  

Best Table Topics Speaker Toastmaster Sowmya 

Best Speaker Toastmaster Selvan 

 

The presiding officer of CSF received feedback from the guest and thanked all the 

participants for attending. She also called for nominations for role-players for the 

club contest to be held tentatively on August 25, 2019.  

 
For any suggestions/feedback, please contact: 

Toastmaster Abhishek Rungta 

Secretary  

Chennai Speakers Forum 

 secretary.chennaispeakerforum@gmail.com 

 +91 9884164206 

mailto:secretary.chennaispeakerforum@gmail.com

